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Abstract 
Let A be an n x n matrix, and S be a subset of N = { 1,2, . . . . n}. A[S’] denotes the principal 
submatrix of A which lies in the rows and columns indexed by S. If M. = {al, . . ..a.} and 
B = I&? . ..TB.} are two collections of subsets of N, the inequality t( < /? expresses that 
flp= 1 det A[aJ 6 ns= 1 det A[ pi], for all n x n positive-definite matrices A. Recently, Johnson 
and Barrett gave necessary and sufficient conditions for CI < fi. In their paper they showed that 
the necessary condition is not sufficient, and they raised the following questions: What is the 
computational complexity of checking the necessary condition? Is the sufficient condition also 
necessary? 
Here we answer the first question proving that checking the necessary condition is co-NP- 
complete. We also show that checking the sufficient condition is NP-complete, and we use this 
result to give their second question the following answer: If NP # co-NP, the sufficient 
condition is not necessary. 
1. Introduction 
LetAbeannxnmatrix,andSbeasubsetofN={1,2,...,n}.A[S]denotesthe 
principal submatrix of A with rows and columns indicated by S. Johnson and Barrett 
[2] considered the problem of characterizing those pairs of collections of subsets of N, 
a = (R, ..4Q, P = (81, *.., /I,} (where repetitions are allowed), such that 
io detail_4 G ifi de~A[:Bil, 
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for all n x n positive-definite matrices A, event that they denote by 
a < p. (1) 
When dealing with inequality (l), and given that det A [O] = 1, we may consider 
that both CI and /I do not include the empty set. In this case, as pointed out in [2], it is 
necessary that p < q in order to have c( d @. Therefore, it may be assumed that p = q 
and hence 
u. = {CQ, . . ..up} and D = {P1,...,P,}, (2) 
since the inclusion in tl of q - p copies of the empty set does not affect the inequality 
(1). 
For a given collection y = {yr , . .., y,} of subsets of N, and for all S c N,f,(S) and 
F,(S) are, respectively, the number of elements of y containing and contained in S. We 
write& <f= and F, d F, to mean that for all S G N, j&S) <A(S) and 4(S) 6 F,(S), 
respectively. 
Johnson and Barrett proved the following result. 
Theorem 1 (Johnson and Barrett [Z]). Under assumption (2), fs <f and FP < F, is 
a necessary condition for a < /I. 
They also give a sufficient condition for CI < /I in terms of an operation that they call 
pinch. 
Let y = (yl, . . . . y,} be a collection of subsets of N. Suppose that, for some pair of 
positive integers i,j < q, we have yi E yj, and S G yj - yi. A pinch of y consists of 
replacing in the collection y the sets yi and yj by yi u S and yj - S. We write aP_ /I if 
the collection B may be obtained from tl by a sequence of pinches. 
Johnson and Barrett gave the following sufficient condition for CI < /I. 
Theorem 2 (Johnson and Barrett [2]). Under assumption (2), if there is a collection 
Y = {Yl,... , y,} of subsets of N such that a u y P a u y, then u G /I. 
They also introduced the concept of reverse pinch. If y = {yl , . . . , y4} is a collection 
of subsets of N, a reverse pinch operation on y replaces two of its members, say yi and 
yj, by yi u yj and yi n yj. Clearly, for any pair of collections C( and /I of subsets of N, we 
have c1 P /I iff j? *P CI, where /I --% CI means that CI may be obtained from j? via 
a sequence of reverse pinch operations. Moreover, the minimum number of pinches to 
obtain fi from u is equal to the minimum number of reverse pinches required to 
proceed from /I to ~1. 
In terms of reverse pinch, Theorem 2 may be stated as follows. 
Theorem 3 (Johnson and Barrett [2]). Under assumption (2), ifthere is a collection y = 
(Y 1, . . . . y4} of subsets of N such that p u y *P a u y, then a Q B. 
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In their paper Johnson and Barrett proved that, for p d 3, the necessary and 
sufficient conditions given by Theorems 1 and 2 (or 3) coincide. They also showed, 
from an example where II = 4 and p = 5, that the necessary condition is not in general 
sufficient for c( < /?, and they raised the following two questions: 
What is the computational complexity of checking the necessary condition given by 
Theorem l? 
Is the sufficient condition given by Theorem 2 (or 3) also necessary? 
Here we answer the first question proving that checking the necessary condition is 
co-NP-complete. We also show that checking the sufficient condition is NP-complete, 
and we use this result to give their second question the following answer: Unless 
NP = co-NP, the sufficient condition is not necessary. 
In describing problems and their complexity we use the terminology of [l]. 
2. Describing the problems 
In establishing the computational complexity of checking the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for (1) given by Theorems 1 and 2 (or 3), we use the NP-completeness 
of the 3-satisfiability problem. 3-satisfiability is a restricted version of a well-known 
problem from Boolean logic called satisfiability. We start with a description of this 
last problem. 
Let X = {xi, . . . . xk} be a set of Boolean variables. Following [l] a truth assignment 
for X is a function t : X + {T, F). If t(x) = T, we say that x is true under t; if t(x) = F, 
we say that x is false. If x is a variable in X, then x and X are liter& over X. The literal 
x is true under t iff the variable x is true under t; the literal X is true iff the variable x is 
false. A clause over X is a set of literals over X representing the disjunction of those 
literals. A clause is satisfied by a truth assignment iff at least one of its members is true 
under that assignment. If $? is a collection of clauses over X, then a truth assignment 
for X that simultaneously satisfies all clauses in 58 is called a satisfying truth assignment 
for %?. 
Satisfiability is the following problem: 
SAT 
Instance: Set X of k Boolean variables and a collection % = { Ci , . . . , C,} of clauses 
over X. 
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for %? 
The restriction of SAT to instances having exactly three literals per clause is the 
3-satisfiability problem: 
3-SA T 
Instance: Set X of k Boolean variables and a collection %? = {C 1 , . . . , C,} of clauses 
over X, where ( Cj( = 3, for j = 1, . . . , m. 
Question: Same as SAT. 
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To establish the complexity of the necessary condition we consider the three 
following problems, all clearly in NP. 
Pf 
Instance: Positive integer n and two collections c( = {c(~, . . . , a,> and /? = {pi, . . . , 8,) 
of subsets of N = (1, . . ..n}. 
Question: Is there a subset S of N for which&(S) >fa(S)? 
Instance: Same as Pf. 
Question: Is there a subset S of N for which F@(S) > F,(S)? 
PfvF 
Instance: Same as Pf . 
Question: Is there a subset S of N for whichf@(S) >fa(S) or Q(S) > F,(S)? 
Checking the sufficient condition (Theorem 3) is 
3yRP 
Instance: Positive integer n and two collections c( = {cI~, . .. , a,} and 
B = {Pr,..., p,) of subsets of N = (1, . . ..n>. 
Question: Is there a collection y = {yi, . . . , y,} of subsets of N such that 
Buy-ln,auy? 
To establish its complexity we use 
RP 
Instance: Same as 3yRP. 
Question: Is it true that /?&E? 
3. Necessary condition 
We start showing how 3-SAT can be transformed to Pf. 
Let X = {x1, . . . . xk} and Q? = {C,, . . . . C,} be the set of variables and clauses of an 
arbitrary instance of 3-SAT. We assume that no two literals associated with the same 
variable will appear in the same clause. If I(xj) is one of the two literals associated with 
variables xj,j = 1, . . . , k, we define 
if I(Xj) = Xj, 
if l(xj) = Zj, 
and we let N = (1, . . . . 2k) be the set of all possible values of i(.). 
ForeachclauseCj,j= l,..., m, there will be three subsets of N. If I(Xj, ), l(xj,), r(xj,) 
are the three literals of clause Cj, we will have 
Rj, = N - {i(qxj,))}, 
Rj2 = N - {i(l(xj,)), i(@,))>, (3) 
Bj3 = N - {i(l (xj,)), i(l(xj,)),i(Qxj,))>, 
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where we use Qx) to represent he literal I or x, depending on l(x) being equal to x 
or X. 
If Y is the set of all subsets of N that, for j = 1, . . . , k, include either j or k + j, we 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. No member of 9 can be contained in more than one of the three sets 
Bj,, Bj,, Bj,, for j = 1, . . . , m. 
Proof. Since the intersection of any two of the sets Bj,, Bj,, Bj, does not include either 
j, and k + j,, or j, and k + j,, the result follows. q 
Denoting by B the collection of the 3m subsets of N, Bj,, Bj,, Bj,, for j = 1, . . . , m, we 
can conclude directly from Lemma 4 the following result. 
Lemma 5. For all S E Y,&(S) 6 m. 
There is a bijection between truth assignments for X and the members of 9’. If t is 
a truth assignment for X, then S, the corresponding member of Y is given by 
if t(xj) = T, 
if t(xj) = F for j = 1, . . ..k. (4) 
We claim the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. There is a satisfying truth assignmentfor %7 iff there is a set of S E Y such that 
MS) = m. 
Proof. Let t be a truth assignment for X, and S, the member of 9’ defined by (4). If t is 
a satisfying truth assignment for %Z, at least one of the literals !(xj,),l(xj,), I(Xj,) 
occurring in clause Cj, j = 1, . . . . m, is true under t. Given the way set S, has been 
defined, if the literal l(Xj,) is true under t, then S, is contained in Bj,; if I(Xj,) is false and 
I(xj,) is true, then S, will be contained in Bj,; if both I(Xj,) and Z(Xj,) are false, and I(Xj,) 
is true, then S, will be contained in Bj,. Using Lemma 4 we can therefore guarantee 
that fs(S,) = m. Suppose now that all literals l(Xj,), I(Xj,), I(Xj,) appearing in clause Cj 
(1 < j < m) are false under the truth assignment t. In this case, i(l(xj,)), i(l(xj,)) and 
i(l(xj,)) do not belong to S,. But since S, is a member of Y,i(fi~~,)), i(Qxj,)) and 
i(f(Xj,)) must belong to St, and hence S, is contained in no Bj,, h = 1,2,3. Using again 
Lemma 4, it follows that fs(S,) < m. 17 
We now define another collection A of subsets of N. If Bj,, Bj,, Bj, given by (3) are 
the three sets corresponding to clause Cj, j = 1, . . . . m, in A we will have the 2 + k 
subsets of N: 
Aj, = N - {j,,k + j,}, 
Aj, = N - {.h,k + h), (5) 
Ajh+ 2 =N-{h,k+h}, h=l,..., k. 
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The construction of A is completed including, in addition to the (2 + k)m sets above, 
m - 1 copies of N. 
We are now ready to state the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. There is a satisfying truth assignment for W iff there is a subset S of N for 
which fB(S) >fA(S). 
Proof. Since, for all S E 9’&(S) = m - 1, we can conclude from Lemmas 5 and 6 that 
there is a satisfying truth assignment for V iff there is a set SE Y for which 
&(S) >fa(S). Let now S be a subset of N not including at least one pair of elementsj, 
k + j (1 < j d k). By r we denote the number of those pairs of elements not included in 
S. Thus, r > 1. If we let Aj and Bj, j = 1, . . . . m, be the collections of subsets of 
N defined by (5) and (3), respectively, we have 
r+2 ifji,k+j,,j,,k+j, $S, 
fAj(S) = r+ 1 if either jl,k+j, or j,,k+j,$S, 
r in all other cases, 
and 
c 3 ifil,k+j,,j,,k+j, #S, 
hlj(S) G 2 if either j,,k+j, or jz,k+ja$S, 
1 in all other cases, 
showing that fe(S) < fA(S). We complete our proof noting that if S is a subset of 
N containing a member, let us say S’, of 9, and if there is no satisfying truth 
assignment for %, then Lemmas 5 and 6 ensure that fB(S’) < m. Since obviously 
fB(S) 6 fs(S’), we also have fs(S) < m. Yet fA(S) = m - 1. Thus, here again 
MS) GfA(S). 0 
From the previous lemma the following theorem can be easily deduced. 
Theorem 8. Pr is NP-complete. 
Proof. The construction of collections A and B can be obviously carried out in 
polynomial time in the size of the instance X and % of 3-SAT. Therefore, if we let 
n := 2k, a := A, and /I := B, the result follows directly from Lemma 7 and the 
NP-completeness of 3-SAT (see for example [l)). q 
We will now augment collections A and B with some extra subsets of N so that the 
resulting collections have the same size and Lemma 7 still holds. 
For each element u of N, we augment the collection B with as many copies of 
the set {u), so that u occurs an equal number of times in both collections. We let 
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B’ be the collection thus obtained. B’ has 2m(k - 1)’ + 2k(m - 1) more sets than 
B. In order that both collections have the same size we now expand A with 
m(2k2 - 5k + 3) + (2k - l)(m - 1) copies of the empty set, and we denote by A’ the 
resulting collection. 
Lemma 9. There is satisfying truth assignment for %? ifSthere is a subset S of N for which 
L?‘(S) >fA’W 
Proof. Clearly fB,(S) = fs(S), f or all subsets S of N having at least two elements. Also, 
as long as S is not the empty set, faV(S) = fA(S). Yet fs,(S) = fA,(S), if S is either the 
empty set or has only one element. Hence, using Lemma 7 the proof is completed. 0 
We can now state the following corollary. 
Corollary 10. Pf remains NP-complete if the collections CI and fl verifv assumption (2). 
Proof. Clearly the collections A’ and B’ can be obtained in polynomial time in the size 
of the instance X and % of 3-SAT. If we let n := 2k, a := A’, and fi := B’, a and b satisfy 
assumption (2), and the result follows directly from Lemma 9 and again the NP- 
completeness of 3-SAT. 0 
Using the collections A’ and B’, we now show the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. P, vF is NP-complete, even if the collections a and j? verify assumption (2). 
Proof. We will prove this result showing that, for all subsets S of N, &(S) d FA,(S). 
Let S E N, and r = IN - SJ. If r < 1, then obviously &,(S) = &,(S), since there are 
m(2(k - 1)2 + 3) + 2k(m - 1) sets in A’ and B’ and the number of occurrences of 
each element of N is equal in both collections. If r >/ 2, there will be at least 
m(k + (k - 1)) + 2(m - 1) sets in B’ which are not contained in S. Hence, 
FB,(S) < m(2(k - 1)2 + 3) + 2k(m - 1) - m(k + (k - 1)) - 2(m - 1). Clearly, 
FA(S) 2 m(2k2 - 5k + 3) + (2k - l)(m - l), since the right-hand side of this in- 
equality is the number of copies of the empty set in A’. Therefore, F’(S) < &(S), 
provided that k B 3 (which is always true since we assumed that no two literals 
associated with the same variable appear in the same clause). Thus, using Lemma 9 we 
can conclude that there is a satisfying truth assignment for GB iff there is a subset S of 
N for which fs,(S) >fA,(S) or F&S) > FA(S). Since A’ and B’ can be obtained in 
polynomial time in the size of the instance of 3-SAT, if we let n := 2k, a := A’, and 
j? := B’, a and /I verify assumption (2), and the result follows from the NP-complete- 
ness of 3-SAT. 0 
Since checking the necessary condition is the complementary problem of PIVF, we 
can conclude directly from Theorem 11 the following theorem. 
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Theorem 12. Checking the necessary condition for CI < /I given by Theorem 1, is 
co-NP-complete. 
For the sake of completeness we finish this section with an obvious consequence of 
Theorem 8. 
Corollary 13. PF is NP-complete. 
Proof. If S is a subset of N, we denote by s the set N - S. If y = {yl, . .., yp} is 
a collection of subsets of N, then we represent by y the collection {yr , .. . , y,}. Clearly 
F,(S) =h($), and the result follows. 0 
4. Sufficient condition 
Let y be a collection of subsets of N. Suppose yi and yj are two members of y such 
that yi E yj or yi 2 yj. If we perform a reuerse pinch on y using yi and yj (i.e. if we 
replace yi and yj by yi u yj and yi n yj), the collection y will not be altered. We call such 
an operation a non-effective reverse pinch. All other reverse pinches will be efSective. 
Lemma 14. Under assumption (2), if /3 % a, then there is a way of proceeding from 
p to CI in O(p’) reverse pinch operations. 
Proof. It amounts to show that the number of pairs of subsets in the collection, which 
allow effective reverse pinches, decreases each time an effective reverse pinch is 
performed. Therefore, if /? J& tl, there will be no more than p(p - 1)/2 effective 
reverse pinches to obtain u from /?. 
Let y = {yi, . . . . yP>, yi,yj two members of y, and y’ the collection obtained from 
a reverse pinch on y using yi and yj. We assume that y’ is different from y, i.e. the reuerse 
pinch has been effective. Clearly, any two members of y, different from yi and yj, not 
leading to an effective reverse pinch on y, will also not lead to an effective reuerse pinch 
on y’. Suppose yk is an element of y that with yi (or yj, but not both), performs a non- 
effective reverse pinch. Then yk would contain, or be contained in yi. In the first case 
yk would also contain yi n yj, and in the second case yk would be contained in yi u yj. 
Thus, if yk does not perform an effective reverse pinch with exactly one of the members, 
yi or yj, of y, the same will hold for at least one of the two new members, (yi u yj, and 
yi n yj) appearing in y’. Suppose now that a non-effective reverse pinch will happen if 
we use both pairs yk, yi and yk, yj. Since yi$yj and yigyj (otherwise the reverse pinch 
with these two subsets would be non-effective), yk either contains, or is contained 
simultaneously in yi and yj, and therefore, according to each case, it will contain or be 
contained in both yi v yj and yi n y) Thus, if yk does not lead to an effective reverse 
pinch with both yi and yj, it will also do not lead to an effective reverse pinch with the 
two new subsets yi u yj and yi n yj. 
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Since the new members yi u yj and yi n yj do not allow an effective reverse pinch, the 
result follows. q 
We now show how 3-SAT can be transformed to RP. 
LetX={x, ,..., xk)and%={C, ,..., C,} be an arbitrary instance of 3-SAT. Again 
we assume that no two literals associated with the same variable will appear in the 
same clause. Let N’ = { 1, . . . ,2k}, and Y be the set of the collections of k singletons of 
N’ which either includes set {j} or {k + j}, j = 1, . . . , k. There is an obvious bijection 
between truth assignments for X and the elements of 9. To each truth assignment 
t for X we associate the collection S, of Y consisting of 
S,(j) = {j} 
if t(xj) = T, 
{k + j} if t(xj) = F for j = 1, . . ..k. 
The clause Cj = { l(Xj,), I(xj,), I(xj,)} is satisfied by t iff at least one of its members is 
true under t. Therefore, if we associate to each clause Cj, j = 1, . . . . m, the subset 
Bj’ = {i(l(xj,)), i(l(xj,)), i(l(xj,))} of N’, t is a satisfying truth assignment for Q? iff 
every Bj contains at least one of the singletons of S,. 
Let N2 = (2k + 1, . . . . 2k + m}. We define a collection B of subsets of N’ u N’. 
Each clause Cj, j = 1, . . . , m originates the subset Bjl = Bf u N2 - (2k + j}, and the 
k - 1 sets Bjh = N’ u N2 - (2k + j}, h = 2, . . . . k. 
In a similar way we define another collection A. Each clause Cj, j = 1, . . . . m gives 
rise to Aj, = Bj u N2, and the k - 1 sets Aj,, = N’ u N2, h = 2, . . . . k. 
Let t be a truth assignment for X, and S, be the corresponding collection of 
k singletons of N’. Each singleton S,(j) reunited with N2 is a member of a new 
collection denoted by &. 
Lemma 15. t is a satisfying truth assignment for %? ifs B u $ JL A u S,. 
Proof. As noted before, t is a satisfying truth assignment for V iff every Bj’ contains at 
least one of the singletons of S,. Therefore, if t is a satisfying truth assignment for %, for 
j=l , . . . , m we can always find a member of $, say s, whose singleton s n N’ is 
contained in Bjl. Each time a reverse pinch using these two sets is performed, the 
element 2k + j of s is transferred to Bjl. After performing those m reuerse pinches, all 
the sets Bj, will contain N2, and each element of N2 occurs k - 1 times in the resulting 
$. To obtain A u S, we now proceed as follows. While there is some member of 
$ including an element of N2, we perform an effective reverse pinch using this and 
some Bj, (h = 2, . . . , k). 
If t is not a satisfying truth assignment for %‘:, there is at least one Bj, that does not 
include any member of S,. Thus, there are no subsets in A u S, contained in this 
particular Bj, . Yet Theorems 1 and 3 ensure that if fl& 01, every set in /? is contained 
in at least one set in c(. 0 
We now define a collection of subsets from which, for all truth assignments ,it may 
be obtained. 
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Let N3 = (2k + m + 1,2k + m + 2) and B’ the collection of the 3k subsets of 
N’uN2uN3:B~,={j}uN2u{2k+m+1},B~,={j+k}uN2u{2k+m+2}, 
and B;, = { j,j + k}, for j = 1, . . . , k. If, for j = 1, . . . , k, we select BJ1 or BJz and we 
perform two reverse pinches: first using the selected set and Bi3, and next using the 
resulting union set and the set BJ, or B>, that was not used, we obtain a collection 
including &, for some truth assignment t. The remaining members are Sr, where f is 
the complement oft (i.e. f(x) = Tiff t(x) = F, Vx E X), and the collection of the k sets 
{j,j + k} u N2 u N3,j = 1, . . . . k. Clearly, this can be done in order to obtain $ for all 
truth assignments t.
If we let A’ be collection of the 3k sets: {j}, {k + j}, { j,j + k} u N2 u N3, 
j= l,..., k, we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 16. There is a satisfying truth assignment for V tr B u B’ 5 A u A’. 
Proof. First note that reverse pinches effective on N1 are not allowed, i.e. to perform 
a reverse pinch using sets bI and b2, either bI n N’ E b2 n N’ or bI n N’ 2 b2 n N’. 
Indeed, a reverse pinch effective on N’ increases by one the number of members, in the 
resulting collection, containing the N’ part of the union of the two sets used. However, 
when restricted to N’, collections B u B’ and A u A’ coincide. Thus, the number of 
members of B u B’ and A u A’ containing any subset of N’ is equal, and by Theorems 
1 and 3 this number remains unchanged in any intermediate collection. 
Now considering only effective reverse pinches non-effective on N’, for j = 1, . . . , k, 
sets Bil, Bi, and BJ,, are compelled to combine as described above. For otherwise, the 
union set resulting from any other reverse pinch would have elements from N3 and 
would not be contained in any set of A u A’. After those compulsive reverse pinches, 
we are left with a collection including B u St, for some truth assignment t, k singletons 
that constitute S, and with which reverse pinches are no longer effective, and the k sets 
{j,j+k}uN2uN3, j= l,... , k, that cannot be used without violating Theorems 
1 and 3. Lemma 15 completes the proof. Cl 
Theorem 17. RP is NP-complete. 
Proof. Lemma 14 ensures that RP is in NP. We can obtain A, A’, B and B’ in 
polynomial time in the size of the instance X and Q? of 3-SAT. Therefore, if 
n := 2k + m + 2, tl := A u A’ and /I := B u B’, the result follows from Lemma 16 and 
completeness of 3-SAT. q 
We now pursue proving that 3yRP is in NP. We do this showing the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 18. Let tl and /I be two collections of p subsets of N. If there is a collection y such 
that fiuyacruy, there is a collection t3= {lIl,._.,~,} such that /3utl-JL clu6’ 
and r d pn(n), for some polynomial z. 
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The proof uses the following definitions. 
A real-valued function f defined on the subsets of a finite set JV is supermodular if 
f(X) +f(Y) <1(X u Y) +0X n Y), f or all X, Y G Jf. If the strict inequality holds 
whenever X$ Y and X p Y, we say that fis strict supermodular. If in addition, for all 
X E Jf,f(X) is a non-negative integer and, for some polynomial n,f(X) < rc([~V\), 
f is called integer polynomial bounded strict supermodular. One such function is 
f(X) = lX12. 
Proof of Lemma 18. Let y = {yi, . . . . y,} be a collection of subsets of N. If f is an 
integer polynomial bounded strict supermodular function defined on the subsets of N, 
we define the size of y with respect ofas s(y) = CiJ(yk). Clearly, 0 < s(y) < qrt(n). 
Let y’ be the collection obtained from an effective reverse pinch on y using yi and yj. 
Since the reverse pinch has been effective, f(yi) +f(yj) <f(yi u yj) +f(yi n yj), and 
consequently s(y) < s(y’), i.e., whenever an effective reuerse pinch is performed the size 
of the collection increases at least by one. This enables us to see that if a and fi are 
collections of p subsets of N and fi u y J& a u y, this can be done in no more than 
s(a u y) - s(p u y) = s(a) - s( /?) 6 prc(n) reverse pinches, and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 19. 3yRP is NP-complete. 
Proof. Lemmas 14 and 18 ensure that 3yRP is in NP. For the completeness, let 
collections a = (aI, . . . . a,} and j = ( /Ii, . . . . /I,} of subsets of N = { 1, . . . . n} be an 
arbitrary instance of RP. If S is a subset of N and t a non-negative integer, we denote 
by s(t) the set obtained adding tn to each element of S. a(t) = {al(t), . .., up(t)} and 
/ii(t) = {PI(t), . . . , flp(t)} are the collections obtained by “translating” a and /I from N to 
N(t). Clearly, p & a iff b(t) & a(t). Now let k be a positive integer, and consider 
the two collections of p(k + 1) subsets of M = u:=, N(t), A = Ufzoa(t) and 
B = u:=, B(t). 
We claim that /I J% a iff there is a collection y of k subsets of M such that 
B u y & A u y. If /I J% a, then obviously B u y *P A u y, for any collection y. 
Suppose now that for some collection y of k sets, B u y J% A u y, and assume that 
the members of y not used are the empty set. It is easy to see that any two sets used to 
perform an efictiue reverse pinch must be contained in the same N(t). For otherwise, 
given the way A and B are constructed, there would be a member of y, with elements in 
more than one N(t), which would be used to perform an effective reverse pinch. Among 
those sets let yi be the one with maximum cardinality. When yi is used for an effective 
reverse pinch, the resulting union set would not be contained in any member of A u y, 
thus violating Theorems 1 and 3. Since there are k + 1 collections b(t), each confined 
to N(t), t = 0, . . . . k, but only k members in y, each of which is also confined to some 
N(t), there will be at least one N(t) where the members of y have no elements. 
Therefore, if B u y J& A u y, then /I % a. The completeness of 3yRP now follows 
from Theorem 17 and Lemma 18. q . 
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Since deciding whether CI < p is clearly in co-NP and Theorem 19 states that 
checking the sufficient for a d /? given by Theorem 3 (which is equivalent o Theorem 
2) is NP-complete, we can conclude the following result. 
Theorem 20. Zf NP # co-NP, the sufficient condition for c1< /I given by Theorem 2 
(or 3) is not necessary. 
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